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Chapter r. Objectives and introduction

r.r Objectives

When you have completed this workbook you should be able to:
]* understand the relationship between sections 30 and 31
r Describe the types of investigations and proceedings covered

by sectlon 30(1) and understand that for section 30(2) to
apply the information must relate to confidential sources

. fXþtain the sort of factors that should be considered when

applying the public interest test to section 30
. Identify the range of law enforcement areas covered by

section 31(1)
å Explain what is meant by the exercise of functions for the

purposes listed in section 31(2)
. Êxplain the level of prejudice required to engage section 31

f- Identify the type of factors to be considered when applying
the public interest test to section 31

r Explain how/when the requirement to confirm or deny is

disapPlied

r.z Introduction

There is a close link between these two exemptions and for thìs

reason they are covered together. Section 30 is concerned with
particular investigations and prosecutions conducted by public

authorities, such as a murder investigation by the polÍce, and also

the obtaining of informatíon from confidential sources (for example,
police ínformants), whereas section 31 is concerned more generally

with crime preventiOn, law enforcement and investigatory functions.

Each exemption will be analysed in detaÍl separately, and, by way of
assistance and practical application, reference will be made to real

cases and hypothetical examples. Practical exercises will be included

and other useful resources will be linked to where appropriate.
Points of partícular relevance to different parts of the office are set

out in labelled boxes, for example case officer tips.

r.3 Relationship between section 30 and 31

Version 2.0
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The two exemptions may complement each other but the

exemptions from the duty to communícate information do not

ãuårrip àespite the fact t'hat they protect similar or related

interests. This is because section 31(1) explicitly states that it can

onlv n" applied to informatÍon that is not exempt, under section 30'

For'exampie, section 30 can protect information held by the police

for the purpót" of a criminal investigation they are. conducting, and

section'31 can be used to withhold information whích could

óiðjuái.. the detection of crlme. So, on the face of it, details of

forensic evidence collected at a crime scene could be withheld under

either exemption, However in practice, because ¡9ct1on 31 cannot

nã applieO to information exempt under section 30. Therefore where

ifiu öü¡l¡. authority has a duty to investigate (in this case the

police) only section 30 would be available'

section 30 is subject to the public interest test and so information

exempt under s"ótion 30 could be disclosed in the public interest'

But, even where section 30 cannot be maintained in the public

iniõrest, this still doesn't mean that a public authority can apply

section ¡f to the information. This is because the exemption

provided by section 30 is still engaged even if the public interest

favours disclosure.

However, where a public authority is not confident that one of the

two exemptions upþliut, it can cite the other exemption as a back-

up. That is, it maf wittrtrotO information under section 30 but also

ãxptain tnit snouíd the Commissioner find that section 30 is not
g;gù¿J, it believes the information would be exempt under section

31.

There is another direct link between the exemptions, as section

so(z)(a)(iii) makes specific reference to the purposes listed in

;ã¿tió; iìf zl. This wìlt ue discussed later in the workbook when

section 30(2) is considered in more detail'

Read;

a I and EIR Foundation Traini Workbook section 6.1
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Chapter e. Section 3o

2.1 The main focus of the workbook will be on section 30(1)-(3), as

subsections (4)-(6) simply provide certain definitions for the main

provisions of the section'

rep in

30(1) Information held by a public authority is exempt

information if it has at any time been held by the

authoritY for the PurPoses of-
(a) any invest¡gät¡on which the publlc authority has a duty

to conduct with a view to it being ascertalned-

(i)whether a person shoul.d be charged with an

offence, or

(i¡)wtrett¡er a person charged with an offence is

guiltY of it,

(b) any investigatlon whlch is conducted by the authority
and ln the circumstances may lead to a decislon by the

authority to,lnstitute criminal proceedings which the

authoritY has Power to conduct' or

(c)anycriminalproceedingswhichtheauthorityhas
power to conduct.

(2)Informationheldbyapublicauthorityisexempt
lnformation if-
(a)itwasobtainedorrecordedbytheauthorityfor

the purposes of its functions relating to-
(i)investigations falling within subsection
(lXa) or (b),

(ii)criminal proceedings which the authority
has power to conduct'

(iii)investigations (other than investigations
falling within subsection (1)(a) or (b)) which

as

are nducted the autho for of

6
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purposes specif¡ed in section 31(2) and
either by virtue of Her Majesty's prerogative
or by virtue of powers conferred by or under
any enactment, or

(iv)civil proceedings which are brought by or
on behalf of the authority and arise out of
such investigations, and

(b) it relates to the obtaining of information from
confidential sources,

(3) The duty to confirm or deny does not arise in relation to
information which is (or if it were held by the public
authority would be) exempt information by virtue of
subsection (1) or (2).

z.e Section go is a qualifTed, cìass-based exemption

Thís means that there is no prejudice test. If the information meets
any of the definitions in subsections (1) or (2), the exemption is
engaged, Once engaged, as section 30 is a qualified exemption, it
will then be necessary to consider the public interest test (see later
in Chapter 2.5).

Section 30 introduces two closely related qualified exemptíons at
subsections (1) and (2). In general they focus on the purposes for
which information was obtained, recorded or held.

The language used in these two subsections is very precise and
includes several key terms. It is irnportant to understand these
terms, and as we work through each subsection we will consider the
meaning of the following:

"At any time" (s30(1))
"Duty" (to investigate) (s30( 1)(a))
"Power" (s30(1)(b) and (c))

Versíon 2.0
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"W¡th a vÌew to" (s30(7)(a))
"Any investigation" (s30(1)(a) and (b))
"In the circumstances may lead to" (s30(1)(b)\
"Relating to'T"relates to" (s30(2)(a) and (b))

2.3 Section 30(1)

In general terms this subsection is about the need to protect the
effective investigation and prosecution of crime, and covers
information held for the purposes of certain investigations and
proceedings conducted by public authorities,

Information held at any time
The exemptíon applies to information that "has at any time been
held for the purposes of" the investigations and criminal
proceedings set out in subsections (a) to (c). Therefore, information
held for both on-going and closed investigations is covered,
regardless of whether it was obtained for other purposes or also
used for any other purposes.

Version 2,0
lune 2013 B

You will be aware that there are various stages to the
investiþaiion an¿ piosecution of a:ciime. rne foiiowing is a
'timeline' regarding a hypotheti:cal"investigation:

January 2011 - Police commence an investigation of an
armed raid on a newsagent's premises.
CCTV footage together wittr other
Information concerning the incident is
collected as evidence by the police.

- Suspects are identified and arrested and
weäpons are confiscated.
The police discover that one of the
confiscated guns has been used in a number
of other crimes.

October 2011 - Criminal proceedings are instituted and
convictions are secured.

January ?.OLZ - The police use this crime as a case study to
be included in a confidential report to the
Home Secretary on the increasing use of
guns in the area.

1)Exerc se

frlarch zOt1



1. If in Januarv 2OÍ2 a request was made to the police for
the CCTV footage (!..e. three months after the
convictions), would this:¡hformation still be exempt?

2., Would the case study be exempt if a request was
recelved by the police in'March 2OL2 for the
information contalned,in the confident[al report to the
Home Ofit'ce?

IN.8, The answers are provided overleaf"l

Ve on z,t
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1. Even though the request for the CCTV footage is made
after convlctions have been secured, this.lnformation is
still exempt under section 30(1)(a) because it had been
held for the purposes of a police investigation in the
past.,

2. Much will depend on the nature of the information in
the case study. To the extent that ¡t contains details of
the actual crime that were held for the iniiial
investigation, the exemption at section 30(1) will still
apply. However, if there is any additional information in
the case study that was not held as part of the
investigatÍon that commenced in January 2011, thl's will
not be exempt under section 30(1). For example, the
case study may include information relating to general
police policies and procedures that were not held for
the specific ínvestigation'

Exe (1) - answers:

For information to be exempt under section 30(1), information must
have been held at any time for at least one of the specific
investigations or proceedings referred to and not simply for the
general purposes of investigating and prosecuting. For example,
ðvidence collected at a crime scene would be held for a specific
investigation, whereas a manual explaining the procedures for
labelling and storing such evidence would not'

Case r tip:
It's possible that, for example, a copy of the procedures for
collecting evidence from a crime scene is placed in the investigation
file of a specific burglary. The Commissioner would accept that in

this context that copy of the procedures ìs held for the purpose of
the investigation and could be exempt under section 30(1)(a) if a
request was made for that crime file.

However, if a request was made (with no reference to a particular
investigation) for the procedures for collecting evidence in isolation,
or a request was made for all procedures and policies adopted by

the police when investigating a crime, it could not be withheld under
section 30(1)(a) on the basis that a copy of it had been attached to
a specifíc crime file.

Version 2.0
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If its disclosure would preiudice the detection of crime it could be
withheld under section 31.

This approach may not be consistent with our normal approach that
the Act provides a right to information, not documents, but it does
have practical benefíts in terms of both case work and the
protection it affords investigations.

We will now look in more detail at the types of investigations and
proceedings that are covered by the various subsections of section
30(1),

Duties and powers

Section 30(1) descríbes different duties and powers that the public
authority must have,

A "duty" must relate to a legal duty to investigate; in other words,
the public authority has a legal obligation to investigate.

By contrast, a "power" to investigate or to conduct proceedings
refers to circumstances where a public authority uses its discretion
whether or not to exercise the authority that is vested in it.

2.3.1 Section 30(1)(a)

30(1) Information held by a public authority is exempt
information if it has at any time been held by the
authority for the PurPoses of-

(a) any investigation which the pub.lic authority has a duty
to conduct with a view to it being ascertained-

(i) whether ¿¡ person should be charged with an
offence, or

(¡¡) whether a person charged with an offence is
guilty of it,

This subsection relates to circumstances where something has
happened which triggers the duty to investigate whether an offence
has been committed. It will apply where there is the potential for
that investiqation to lead to so

Version 2,0
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offence, or, where someone has already been charged, to
investigations to gather evidence to determine theír guilt. In broad
terms,lhe exemption covers criminal investigations, but, as wlll be

explained shortly, this is not always a very helpful term.

The key phrases here are "duty to investigate", "with a view to".
Authorities who have the legal "duty" to conduct such an

investigation will often be police forces. However Ít will also apply to
some investigations carried out by organisations such as the UK

Border AgencY.

section 30(1)(axi), which covers the period of an investigation
leading up to the decision whether or not to bring charges, is the
more frequently used exemptlon of the two,

section 30(1)(a)(ii) covers the'post-charge' period, but is still
concerned with the lnvestigatory process and would cover, for
example, situations where the Crown Prosecution Service asks the
investigating body (such as a police force) to provide further
information before a case comes to trial.

Case officer

For investigations relating to individuals' experience has
shown that police forces and the ICO will often apply the
exemption at section 4O rather than section 3O. Clearly, for
such an approach to be acceptable, it must either be a
breach of the data protection principles to confirm or deny or
(if only the section 1(1)(b) right to have information
éommun¡cated is relevant, then all the withheld information
must be personal data'

Version 2.0
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to reiV on section 3O(f ) a public authority must have the
po*"i" and duties ¿escr¡Oed in section gO(r). these wlll
usually be set out in statute. Case officers should ask the
public authority to demonstrate how the powers or duty
arises. Where section 30(1)(a) is cited the public authority
also needs to indicate the offence or offences likely to be
relevant in the circumstances of the particular case.

Read:
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Although the investigation must be instigated with a view to
ascertaining "whether a person should be charged with an offence",
it is not necessary that the investigation does ultimately lead to a

charge or proceedings. For example, an investigation may cOnclUde

that no offence was committed, fail to identify a suspect or to
obtain sufficient evidence to charge the suspect.

2,3,2 Section 30(rXb)

This ditfers from section 30(1Xa) ln that'the investigating authority
must also have the power to conduct the criminal proceedings. The
emphasis also differs as there does not have to be a "duty" to
conduct the investigation.

"Any investþation" / "in the circumstances may lead to":

The prOvision refers to "any investigation" so it's possible that the
focus of the investigation is not initially on a criminal offence.
However, at some stage in the investigation it must become
apparent that there is a possibility that that a criminal offence has

been committed which the public authority has the power prosecute
- i,e. that there are "circumstances lthat] may lead to a decísion
... to institute criminal proceedings".

It is possible to imagine different scenarios where this sub-section
could apply.

Example

The Information Commissioner's investigations into section
55 (DPA) and 77(FOIA) offences provides a useful
illustration of how this subsectig! qpl?l! 1'' '''"" '^ **)
Version 2,0
lune 2013

30(1) Information held by a public authority is exempt
informatìon íf it has at any time been held by the
authority for the PurPoses of-

t!|!!.!.'!t:

(b) any investigation wh'ich is conducted by the authority
and in the circumstances may lead to a decision by the
authority to institute criminal proceedings wlii.ch the
authoritY has Power to conduct,
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undertakes ¡nvestigations and also has the power to institute
and conduct proceedings. It is an offence under section 77 ot
FOIA to destroy information to avo¡d disclosing'it in
response to a subject ac€ess request under the Data
Protection Act (as well as in response to a section I request
under FoIA). It may be that what at first appeared to be a
run of the mill Request for Assessment unearths such an
offence. Alternatively, a whistle blower withln a publlc
authority may inform the Commissioner that the authority
has destroyed information to avoid comply¡ng with a

request, in which case the investigation would commence as
one focussing on a possible criminal'offence.

It is important to emphasise that, in the commissioner's
vieÚ, 'in the circumstances' means that there must be a
plausible reason to suspect that an offence may have been
lommitted, So, for example, he would not accept that any
section 42 Request for Assessment could be withheld under
this subsection simply because there is a chance that an
offence may be uncovered at some po¡nt. There would need
to be som"ih¡ng about the c.iriumstances at the time of the
request to suggest that this is likely to be the case¡

other regulators, such as the Health and Safety Executíve, the

Environment Agency and DEFM, are also likely to have the
necessary powers of investigation and prosecution.

It's important to establish whether the public authority has the
power to institute and conduct criminal proceedings. For example,

although the police carry out investigations they do not have any

power to conduct criminal proceedings and so cannot apply this
part of the exemption to information they hold.

Case r tips:

Criminal proceedings can be instituted when an individual is charged

with an offence. Although the CPS are usually responsible for
deciding whether to charge someone, the police can make the

decisioñ themselves, where for example despite the CPS believing

there is insufficient evidence to charge a suspect the police are

concerned that releasing him would put others at risk. Therefore the
police can institute criminal proceedings. However the police are not

responsible for conducting criminal proceedings'

Version 2.0
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For other examples of public authorities that have the power to
conduct criminal proceedings, read :

. paragraphs'16-20 anã äz of decision notice Ë$503Z5Zlq for

an uñderstanding of how the Food Standards Agency has the
necessary powers to be able to rely on section 30(1Xb)'

. Paragraphs 58-63 of decision notice f$"$q?ggå{q fol T
analysis as to why the Foreign and Commonwealth Office was

unable relY on section 30(1)(b).

2.3.3 Section 30(1)(c)

The key difference here is that there is no reference to
investigations. In order to be able to claim this exemption, the
public ãuthority must have the power to conduct criminal

þroceedings. There is a close link to section 30(1Xb) in that ìtcan
ãpply to tñe same publíc authorities, but (c) applíes solely to
information held as part of the post-investigative stage once a

decision has been made to prosecute, Importantly, it will also apply

to public authorities who are solely prosecuting authorities' This will

often be the Crown Prosecution Service (the CPS)' Note that section

30(1)(c) still protects information even if the CPS decides not to
pursue a Prosecution'

Section 30(1)(a)-(c) I

(1)(a) - the PA must have a duty to investigate
(tiiU) - the pA must have the necessary investigatory role but

also the power to conduct proceedings
(rxc) - the PA is only required to have the powerto conduct

criminal Proceedings

-
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information if it has at any time been held by the
authority for the PurPoses of-

¡ii ii¡l¡-

(c) any criminal proceedings which the authority has
to conduct.



2.3.4 Hlstorical records

Note that section 63(1) says that the exemption at section 30(1)
cannot apply to information contained in historical records. See

'fç$tl3Z,eæpj¡ However, such informatíon can be exempt under
section 31.

For an explanation of historical records see the FOI Çujdç- - Is there
anything else we need to know about exemptions?

2.4 Section 3o(2)

(2) Information held by a public authority is exempt
information if-

(a) it was obtained or recorded by the authority
for the purposes of its functions relating to-
(¡) lnvestigations falfing within subsection

(lXa) or (b),
(ii¡ criminal proceedÍngs which the' authoritY has Power to conduct,

(iil) investigations (other than
investigations falling within subsectÍon
(1)(a) or (b)) which are conducted by
the authority for any of the purposes
specified in section 31(2) and either by
virtue of Her Majesty's prerogative or
by virtue of Powers conferred bY or
under any enactment' or

(iv) civil proceedings which are brought by
or on behalf of the authority and arise
out of such investigations, and

(b) ¡t relates to the obtaining of information
from confidential sources.

The key element of this exemptíon is subsection (b); to be exempt
information must relate to the obtaining of information from
confidential sources. Both (a) and (b) must be met as they are
linked by the word "and", The intention of this exemption is
principaíly to give protection to the identities of confidential sources
and the processes by which those sources provide information to
public authorities.

Version 2.0
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2,4.L Section 30(2)(a)

Unlike section 30(1) there is no requirement for the information to
relate to a particular investigation. Instead, it applies to information
that was obtained or recorded by the authority for the purposes of
its functions relating to the listed investigations and proceedings'

Therefore, it cOuld relate to a specific investigation or prosecution,

but it couid also'relate to policies and procedures which govern how

Such investigations and prosecutions are carried out. This could

include details of payments made to informants and the
administrative procedures relating to the management of
informants.

The relevant investigations and proceedings include those falling
within section 30(1); but also investigations conducted for any of
the purposes specified in section 31(2) as well as civil proceedings

arising out of both críminal and non-criminal investigations.
Reference is also made to HM prerogative, but there will be very
few cases where this is crops up as an issue.

These are complex provisions, and the public authority should make

clear whích subsection is being relied on and how the information
relates to the relevant function'

Example

ffi,q¿æ91¿ provides a straightforward example of where
Uottr elements of section 30(2) \,vere satisfied.

Northumbria Police was the public authority. As a police

Version 2.0
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The phrase "relating to" can be in
same way as it ìs for section 35 -

terpreted relatively widely in the
Read Government policy (sectisn

Note:

Further detail on the purposes specified in section 31(2) is
provided i n o u r g u'i.da n ce l-aw' enfo rpgment: i,sç*,tjol rl,l i. Th i s

should be referred to when consider¡ng the applicat¡on of
section 3o(2)(a)(iii) and (iv). see also chapter 3;4 of this
workbook.

d:



force it has a duty to investigate crimes, and in certain
circumstances it uses information provided by confidential
sources to assîst with these investlgations. The informat¡on
requested was the total amount of money spent on' together
with the number of, informants over the previous five years.
In this wôvr the requirements of both section 3O(2)(a) and
(b) were met:

Information was obtafned or recorded by the pub-lic
authority for the purposes of functlons relating to
investigations, and so section 3O(2Xa)(i) was engaged'
The information requested clearly related to the
obtaining of Information from confldential sources
which satisfied the requirements of section 3O(2Xb).

I

I

2.4,2 Section 30(2)(b)

Cruclally, if information falls within sect¡on 30(2)(a) it ís only
exernpt if it also relates to the obtaining of information from
confidential sources.

As with section 30(2)(a), the phrase "relates to" is present, and

once again this can be interpreted in accordance with the

çsygln ggllLp--Sl¡5y*Jscc!jp-n*i)5 ) g u i d a n c e, A lt h o u g h th i s m a y a p pea r
to offer a tót ôf'lèeway, as the exemption is qualified, the
consideration of the public interest arguments should ensure that
the necessary scrutinY is given.

Read:

ICO guidance
which includes exam es of the rcum nces ån thc
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This key point ls often misunderstood by public authorities,
and it iå very important to understand that the application of
subsection 3O(2) depends on whether or not the information
relates to the obtaining of information from confidential
sources. Consequently, it can be simpler to check whether
the information does in fact relate to confidential sources, as
if it doesn't, you won't need to consider the complex
provisions of section 30(2)(a)'

Case



Minist

resource,

plv . The
of Justice guidance

au

section 3O(2)(b) may aPrmàtion where

isa

Marriott v IC and the Nletropolitan Police (EA|20L0/0183, 6 October
20LL - see the IT summary) provides an example of section
30(zxb) being engaged via section 30(2)(a)(l), The summary also

commänts tnat tne specific information that relates to confidential
sources should be seParated out.

it is important to understand that section 30(2Xb) relates to the
confidentiality of the source, not the confídential nature of the

information. The requested information may or may not be

confidential ín nature, but the exemption will be engaged only if it
relates to the obtaining of information from confidential sources (i.e'

where it is necessary to protect the identity of the source).

The Cornmissioner accepts that police officers and others working
for public authorities undercover will constitute confidentlal sources.

See the Investigations and proceedings (section 30) guidance fOr

more information.

2.4.3 Historical records

unlike section 30(1), the exemption at section 30(2) can apply to
historical records. For example in Tribunal case The Metrapolitan
Police v IC (EA/2008/0078, 30 March 2009 - see the lI,EuqPE{9
1ËSSOf.0g800) the requested information was over 100 hundred
years old but section 30(2) could still apply.

Exercise (2)

1. Section 3O(2) applies to the general process by which
information is obtained from confidentíal sources. Does
it also apply to the actual information suppl¡ed by the
source?

2, Read the external guidance and the Tribunal
cases/decision notices referred to above and provide 3

examples of the sorts of information likely to be
covered by section 3O{2).

3. Also, having read the guidance referred to above,
ain how the term 'confidential' in the context of

Version 2.0
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in section 41?b) from ts
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Exercise 2) - suggested answers

1. It applies to both aspects. Although the exemption itself says
that information is exempt if it "relates to the obtaining of
information from confidential sources", this will include the
actual inforrnation that was obtained. Note, however, that
there is no requirernent for the information itself to be
confidential in nature,

2. Diarised appointments to meet an unnamed informer; details
of surveillance and investigative techniques and procedures
used to manage external sources; an índication that certain
information had been obtained from a confidential source'

3. In this context it is the relationship with the source that is
confidential, as opposed to the information itself. There is no
need to satisfy all the tests relating to confidential information
as required by section 41. As long as it relates to the
obtaining of information from a source whose identity needs
to be protected, the exemption is engaged.

2.5 Section 30 and the public interest test

Section 30 is a qualified exemption. So, if information is exempt in

accordance with subsections (1) or (2), it will be necessary to go on
to consider the public interest test ¡n order to determine whether or
not the information should be disclosed.

Read:

- Chapter 7 - the Public
interest test.

- guidance

a

I

a
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2,5.1 Section 30(1)

There is now a significant body of precedent in the area of public

interest considerations for section 30(1), some of which is reflected
in our external guldance. The following is a Summary of the main
factors that should be taken into account when cons¡dering the
appl¡cation of section 30(1):

Firstly, it has been accepted that the general public interest served
bv section 30(1) - i.e. the key public interest factors in maintaining
the exemption - is the effective investigation and prosecution
of crime, This, in turn, requires;

'r Maintaining the independence of the judicial and prosecution
process;

¡ Preservation of the criminal court as the sole forum for
determining guilt;

r, The protection of witnesses and informers to ensure people

are not deterred from making statements or reports;
r Allowing the investigating body Space to determine the course

of an investígation.

So, if disclosure of information would prejudice the effective
investigation and prosecution of crÍme, or inteffere with one of the
requirements listed ln the bullet points, there would be a strong
public interest in maintaining the exemption. Note that whilst there
ís no prejudice test when engaging the exemption, in considering
the public interest test lt is necessary to look at the harm to the
effective investigation or prosecution of crime that disclosure would
cause.

Secondly, there are a range of factors that can influence the extent
to which disclosure of information will harm the effective
investigation and prosecution of crime. These are the factors that
will come into play when the public interest test is carried out in
individual cases, and can serve to either support the exemption or
the dísclosure of the information. They are as follows:

r Timing of disclosure (Í.e. the stage reached in the
investigation).

r whether, and the extent to which, the information is already
in the public domain.

r The significance of the information.
. The age of the informatíon.
. Irnpact on future investigations/future flow of information.
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Further detail on these factors, together with casewOrk examples, is

provided in the external guidance on section 30.

The following example dÍscusses Some of these factors and prOvides

the opportunity to consider their application in real cases'

Example

F,S50323t733. corlcerned a request for information to the
Fol¡Ëé Service of Northern lreland for case papers relating to
an investigatíon into an unsolved double murder from 1975,,
Although a relat¡vely short declsion not¡ce' it provides a good
exampie of the case-specific factors considered when
determining the extent of harm and therefore the weight to
attribute to arguments ln favour of maintaining the
exemption.

Ð

Timing of the disclosure - although not a 'live' case in
the conventional senser it was under active review by
the Historical Enquiries Team (a unit set up by the
police authority to review more than 3rOO0 unsolved
murders). Theie was the possibillty that charges could
be brought in the future and that disclosure could
preiudiãe this' There is considerable public interest in
maintaining the exempt¡on when a police
investigation is still: oPen'
Content of the withheld information and the impact on
future investigations/future supply of information -
the requested information included evidential items
such as investigation reports, forensic information
and photographs in addition to witness statements
and correspondence between farnily members of the
deceased. A threat would be posed to witnesses if
their statements were released or if they were
identified. This threat is likely to be heightened in the
context of Northern lreland. Witnesses to future
crimes could atso be inhibited from co-operating with
the law enforcement authorities.
The age of the information - despite the long passage
of time since the crime was committed' the case was
under active review and it was still possible that
charges could be bought and some, if not all' of the
evidence used,
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The public interest arguments in favour of disclosure that
had most validity in this case were cons¡dered to be:

r. Adding to the publlc's knowledge of how the police
investigate such cases.

. Providing the public with the ability to evaluate the
effectiveness of the pubfic authority's investigation -(inciudfng value for money) and an understandihg of
why evidentiai difficulties means that on occasions
charges are not brought.

¡ Disclosure could encourage others to report criminal
offences in the knowledge that a proper investigation
wlll be done.

However, despite the age of the information, the public
interest in disclosure was significantly outweighed by that In
maintaining the exemPtion.

you may wish to read the deciston notice to see, ln detail,
how the public interest test was carried out.

Note paragraphs 18 and 19 provide a sulnmary of public
interest arguments in favour of both disclosing the
informatioñ and maintaining the exemption which are likely
to be relevant in cases involving police investigations'

2.5.2 Section 30(2)

The public interest test in section 30(2) cases is likely to be similar
to section 30(1). However, there will usually be a different
emphasis to reflect the fact that section 30(2) is not restricted to
specifíc investigations and prosecutions (see 2,4 above).

Given that the exemption relates to confidenti¿l sources there will
often be strong public interest arguments for maintaining the
exemptÍon. However, it should never be elevated to the status of an

absolute exemption and the public interest test should always be

undertaken on the circumstances of each case. (see iT summary on

case EAl2008/0078). This is well illustrated in the following
example:
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Example

As previously mentioned, Fsso12391a concerned a request
to Northumbria Police for the amount spent by the force on
informants for each of the previous five years, together with
lhe number of registered infOrmants. Much of the c¡¡se,

related to the identifiability of informers. If identiflcatiofi
was a realistic possibility, this would'be, [ikelY ts affect'the
authority's ability to obtain information frgnr con'fidential
sources,

Read the decision notice and then consider the analys¡5 of
lhõublic. interest arguments below

As is often the case with such reguestsr the public
authority's argument was that as the inforrnation related tO
confideniial sources, the consequence of disclosure would be
to restrict the future flow of information to the police,
Ho*"rr"r, despite strong public interest in the pollce being
able to recruii and manage theii confldential sources to
ass¡st their investigatory functions, the content of t!" - -
requested information must Þe taken lnt-o account, In this
caie the request was for highly aggregated information and,
signlfiCantly, previous disclosure of similar information had
nõt resulteá ¡n any of the adverse effect/prejudlce that the
authorlty was arguing would result.

The public authority's main public interest argument did not
have any significant weight. The commissioner was not
convinced that the disclosure would have any serious effect
on the future flow of information from conf¡dential sources.

The Commissioner went onto consider the public interest in
disclosure (see paragraphs 62-63). Relevant arguments
were:

r The use of confidential sources by the police is a
controvers¡al area and there is,legitimate public
interest in obtaining information about it'

¡ Even the aggregated information that was requested
would represent a sígnificant increase in transparency.

. Public interest in allocation of resources for the
purpose of investigating crime, which, for example,
when combined with other information such as crime
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statistics may enhance debate on the effectiveness of
the use of confidential sources by the police.

The Commissloner's decision was that the public interest
arguments in maintaining the exemptlon did not outweigh
the public interest in disclosure.

Example

The following example illustrates how case specific factors
are relevant to the public interest test:

ln:.$4arristt v

full u ledgers
andlra entries

Two main public interest factors of relevance were age of the
information and informatÍon in the public domain. $e3sl the
Tribunal decision to see how they were applied to the
particülar circumstances of the case.

Age of the information
Some of the information included names (or pseudonyms) of
individuals who acted as pollce informers:in relation to the
threat from lrish nationa.l¡st ext¡:emists. tt was suggested
that, especially in the context of sectarian politlcs in the
north of lreland, co-operation with the authorities was
offered by individuals on the basis that the¡r identity would
never be revealed as, in such a context, the risk of serious
retribution against the families of such indlviduals can
extend beyond a single generation (or at least living
descendants would be stigmatised). In addition, there was a
chance that disclosure would deter individuals from
becoming informants through fear of future exposure, This
represented the public interest in maintaining the
exemption. It was suggested that the weÍght attached to the
age of such inforrnation diminishes very slowly and was still
sufficient enough to tip the balance in favour of withholding
the information.

Public domain
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Someinformationhadpreviouslybeendisclosedto
researchers but as the volume oi ¡nformation requested
under FoIA was much larger, disclosure of that would have a

greater effect Ín this case'

The Tribunal also distingulshed between unauthorised and

il;l;;ñot ¿¡rãio"..res-on rhe one _hand fy¡¡Îh appeared to
ñ;ñ"pB.nud:,in this case) and a formal disclosure in

rãjponsb'to a FOI request on the other. The fact that some

iniïrmãt¡on was aireåay in the publicdomain did not reduce

ttre we¡ght of .igu-"nti for rnaintaining the exemption in

ilt¡" 
"usã, 

but 
""-"tt 

such case has to be considered on the
iäå1". È"i the avoidance of doubt, if previous disclosures can

be characterised as having been made in error, this does not

mea' that ¡n r"ip"nse to ã subsequent request the public

authority is obliged to repeat the mistake'

2.6 Neither confirm nor denY

section 1(1Xa) imposes a duty on public authorities to confirm or

ãeny wneinãi ínroimation requested is held. Section 30(3) provides

puOiic authorities with an exciusion from this duty in respect of

in?órrnation that falls within the class definitions at section 30(1)

and (2),

You will note from the wording of this section that, if the requested

information is exempt under section 30(1) or (2), the public

authority is automaiicalty excluded from the duty to confirm or

deny. However, as section 30 is a qualified exemptlon, the authority
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30. (3) The duty to confirm-or deny does not arise in relation
to ¡ntormation which is (or if it were held by the public
åuin"ütv woutd be) exempt information by virtue of
subsection (1) or (2)'
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must carry out a public interest test. This means that the exclusion
from the duty to confirm or deny will only be upheld where the
public interest ín maintaining the exclusion outweighs the public
interest in disclosing whether the authority holds the information.
Therefore, in practice, unless confirming or denying the information
is held would damage the elficient investigation and detection of
crime, the exclusion would not be upheld,

The following provides an example of a case in which sectÍon 30(3)
was engaged and the public interest favoured maintaining the
exemptíon.

Êxample

FS*tgZl?5S1 concerned a request for information to the
Medlcines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency whlch
asked the public authority to confirm whether it ha¿ issued a
caution under the Med¡cines Act 1968 to a named clinic in

:relation to the illegal supply of prescrlption medicines to the
general public, together with the date of issue of any such
caution.

It was established that information of this nature would be
held for the purpose of an investigation to establish whether
offences under the Medicines Act had been committed, Such
information would be captured by section 30(1)(b) as such
an investigation could have'lead to a decislon to institute
crlminal, proceedings. Therefore, section 3O(3) was engaged.

The Commissioner consídered the public interest arguments
and upheld the authority's refusal to confirm or deny.

One of the main arguments in favour of confirming or
denying whether information was held was that it would add
to the public's knowledge of the enforcement of the subject
legislation.

The main arguments in favour of neither confirming nor
denying that the information was held centred on the
harmful effect this would have on the public authority's
abilíty to carry out its enforcement activities under the
legislation. As the request was related to a named company,
and confirming or denying could reveal that the company
had been issued with a caution, a likely consequence of
disclosure would be, for example, that companies and
individuals would be much less willing to co-operate in
'tE rt l
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future investigations, especlally as consent ls required
before a caution can be issued.

The example demonstrates how the wording of the request has a

crucial impact on the harm that conflrmation or denial would cause,

which in turn impacts on the public interest arguments. Had the
request been worded in a general manner, such as asking for
infôrmation on the number of cautions issued in a ceftain period

together with the subject matter of those cautions, it is likely that
thã authority would have been required to confirm or deny whether
such information was held. Had the request referred to a specific

type of breach, but wlthout naming a company, the decision on

wnetner the authority shoutd confirm or deny would probably have

depended on whether this would have led to the identification of
thóse companies. It can be seen that the way a request for
information is worded will have a major impact on whether
confirming or denying it'is held would cause any harm'

Difficulties can arise for public authoritíes with refusal
notices where sect¡on 3O(3) has been applied. This has been
considered in both the external guidance ánd the Foundation
Workbook and lt.is recommended that those resources are
consulted.

Case
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Chapter 3. Section 31

g.L This section is reproduced in full as follows: I

,ii

31(1) Information which is not exempt informa.tion by virtue
of sectlon 3o is exempt information lf its dlsclosure
under this Act would, or would be likely to, prejudice-

a) the preventibn or detection of crime,

b) the apprehension or prosecution of offenders,

c) the administration of justice,

d) the ässessment or collection of any tax or duty or
of any imposition of a simílar naturê,

e) the operatlon of .immigration contrqls,

f) the maintenance of security and good order in
prisons an-d in other institutions where persons
are lawfully deta¡ned,

g) thê êxerclse bY anY-
functlons for anY of
subsection (2),

public authority sf''¡ts,
the purposes spedåft¿ ¡n

h) any civil proceedings which are brought by-or on' 
behalf of a public authorlty and ar,ise out of an
investigation conducted, for any of the pur-poses
specified in subsectlon (2), by or on behalf of the
authority by virtue of Her trlajesty's prerogative or
by virtue of powers conferred by or under an
enactmentr or

i) any inquiry held under the Fatal Accidents and- 
Sudden Deaths Inquiries (scotland) Act 1976 to
the extent that the inquiry arises out of an
investigation conducted, for any of the purposes
specified in subsection (2), by or on behalf of the
authority by virtue of Her Majesty's prerogative or
by virtue of powers conferred by or under an
enactment.
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(2) The purposes referred to in subsection (1)(g) to (¡) are-
a) the purpose of ascertaining whether any person

has failed to comply with the law,

b) the purpose of ascertaining whether any person is
responsib.fe for any conduct whlch is t'mproper,

c) the purpose of ascertaining whether clrcumstances
which woul'd justify regulatory action in pursuance
of any enactment exist or may arise,

d) the purpose of ascertalning a person's fitness or
competence in relation to the management of
bodies corporate or in relation to any profes5lon or
other activity which he is, or seeks to become¡
authorised to carrY otrr

e) the purpose of ascerta'ining the cause of an
accident,

f) the purpose of protecting charities against
misconduct or mismanagement (whether by
trustees or other persons) in their administration,

g) the purpose of protecting the property of charities
from loss or misapplication,

h) the purpose of recovering the property of charities,

i) the purpose of securing the health' safety and
welfare of persons at work, and

j) the purpose of protecting persons other than
persons at work against risk to health or safety
arising out of or in connection with the actions of
persons at work'

(3) The duty to confirm or deny does not arise ñ or to the
extent that, compliance with section 1(1)(a) woufd, or would
be likely to, prejudice any of the matters mentioned in
subsection (1).
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3.2 Nature and structure of the exemption

With reference to the relationship with section 30 (see section 1'3

above), a public authority can only consider section 31 if the

information is not exempt under section 30'

Section 31 is a qualified, prejudice-based exemption. This means

that if disclosure of the information would prejudice one of the law

enforcement activities listed in the exemption, the information is

exempt for the purposes of section 31. It would then be necessary

to go on to consider the public interest test'

unlike section 30, which can only be claimed by those public

authorities who have the requisite powers and/or duties to

Ñãstigate and prosecute as described ¡n the section, sectíon 31

can be-claimed by any public authority. Engagement depends on

the disclosure of the requested informat¡on prejudicing a wide range

of law enforcement matiers. As a prejudice-based exemption, the

órnfi.'áuthority has to show that there is a causal link between the

bisclosure and prejudice to one of the specified matters set out in
section 31. HowevLr, the public authority does not need to have a

particular role in that area of law enforcement. For example' an

ÑHS trust would be abte to claim section 31 if it received a request

for information about its building security systems, if the disclosure

would increase the risk of burglary.

As with section 30, the exemption contains undefined terminology
relating to a wide range of law enforcement activities. The structure

of section 31 is relatively complex, although it can be split into two,

as follows:

¡ Section 31(1Xa)-(f) compríses a list of broad law enforcement

activities, which maY overlaP.
. Section 3r(rxg)-(i) and sect¡on 31(2) must be read together

and relate to specific law enforcement purposes'
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3.3 Section 3r(r)(a)-(Ð

3.3.1 Section 3r(1Xa) - prevention or detection of criine

The exemption is engaged if disclosure of information would, or

woulà ne iit<ety to, piejudice the prevention and detection of crime'

section 31(1Xa) will cover all aspects of the prevention and

detection oi óiime, and, although this will often relate to public

ãutnòr¡ties with law enforcement responsibilities, it will also apply to

à''r.lorr..s by other public authorities which could increase the

chances of crirne being committed'

The follOwing are general examples of circumstances where section

31(lXa) maY aPPIY:

I Intelligence about the risk of potential crimína.l activities, eg

on hòõligan gangs involved in violence at football matches'
. Inforrnat¡on ielating to planned police operations and/or to

police stiategi"s and tactics concerning críme prevention

policing demonstrations.
,r ínf*rätion whose dlsclosure would facilitate the commission

ofanoffence,egsecurityarrangements,alarmcodes'

Although the police clearly play an important role in.crirne

piãu"ni¡on and d"t".tion, they are not the only public authorities

*no n.uu such a role, For example, HMRC and the Health and

Safety Executive have their own responsibilities in this context'

Moreóver, We have seen several examples where .public authorities

who have no primary role in crime prevention-and detection use this

"*"tnpt¡on 
in brder t'o prevent disclosure of information that would

frustràte another public authority's attempts to prevent or detect

crime.

Example

fs€Ûx4]54.:7;4rconcefnedarequesttotheofficeofthe
tffüä¡l Commissioner for its report relating to HM

Prison service. The report included information regarding
the use of covert humän intetligence sources (informants) in

triJ;; and other coverr activity. rrs disclosure would
prejudice the ability of the Prison Services to prevent or
detect crime in prisons. The Commissioner accepted that
section 31(1)(a) was engaged.
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3.3.2 Section 31(1)(b) - apprehension and prosecution of
offenders

The exemption is engaged here if disclosure of informatlon would,
or would be likely to, prejudíce the apprehension or prosecution of
offenders.

Section 31(1Xb) will cover all stages of the apprehension process
and the subsequent prosecution of criminal activity, including all
stages of prosecution. This subsection is most likely to be used by
those public authorities who have the necessary statutory role in
the apprehension or prosecution of offenders.

FS5017. 9i is an example which shows the close overlap between
section 31(1)(a) and (b). The applicant requested detailed
information relating to specified speed cameras, including the
periods dur:ing which the cameras are active together with the
number of notlces of intended prosecution issued and the number of
actual prosecutions. Paragraph 29 of the decÍsion notice refers to
the inter-relationship between section 31(1Xa) and (b) and how
they both apply in this case,

Section 31(fxb) could also be used to protect information held by a
public authority that doesn't have a law enforcement role. For
example, a hospital worker is suspected of committing an offence
and the hospital provides the police with documents relevant to
their investigation. The hospital could apply s31(1)(b) to withhold
any copies of the information. The police, of course, could rely on
section 30(1)(a).

3.3.3 Section 31(1)(c) - administration of justice

Under this subsection information is exempt if its disclosure would,
or would be likely to, prejudice the administration of justice.

In broad terms it covers information that, if disclosed, would
prejudice a fair trial, where proceedings have been or may be
instituted.

There is potential for it to overlap with sectíon 30(1Xb). For
example the disclosure of information relating to a police
investigation may both frustrate that investigation and make it
difficult to secure a conviction if the disclosure also interfered with a

defendant's right to a fair trial, This is illustrated by the example
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below where information withheld under section 31(1)(c) could also

have been withheld under 31(1)(b).

Example

E$sfiåA concerned a request to the Northern Ireland office for
infóiñåt¡õr' l.elating to a spec¡fic murder investigation. Much of the
information was forensic evidence held by an executive agency of
the department and paragraphs 32-33 indicate the decision by the

Commissioner to accept that this exemption was engaged'

N.B. Had the request been made to the police or the prosecuting

authority, the exemption at section 30(1) would have been used,

It should also be noted that the administration of justice is not

limÌted to the administration of justice through the courts, but will

also cover other judicial bodies such as tribunals and inquiries.

There are also many different aspects to the administration of
justice which could be prejudiced by dÍsclosure of information, such

ãs the operation of the judicial appointments system, the
enforcement of sentences and the execution of judgments and

orders in civil cases.

3,3.4 Section 31(1)(d) - assessment and collection of taxes

Under this subsection information is exempt if its disclosure would,

or would be líkely to, prejudice "the assessment or collection of any

tax or duty or of any imposition of a similar nature."

Once again this is a very wide description. For example, in addition
to national taxatiOn such as income And corporation tax, VAT,

National Insurance contributions it will also cover local taxation such

as Council Tax. The faCt that the words "duty" and "imposition" are

used in addition to "tax" indicates the wide applicatíon of this
exemption,

The exemption would be engaged, for example, if the disclosure
would lead to steps being taken to evade payment of tax'

Example

f'5501:i?J9,Ì concerned a request to HMRC for information relating
Èo ¡nneritance tax. Some of the information was withheld on the

basis of section 31(1)(d) as disclosure could lead to people taking

-
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measurestoavoidthepayrnentof.thistax.ParagraphsL4-L7
;-;l;'t the acceptance of this by the Commissioner'

3.3.5 Section 31(1)(e) - immigration control

under this sub-section information is exempt if its disclosure would,

or would be liketyö ptéjrJi.u "the operation of the immigration

controls."

As well as information relating to the physical.imm.igration controls

at points of untry-inio tn" Unäed King'dom, this subsection will also

app|ytoarrangementsmadeinconn-ectionwithentryinto,andstay
in,theUnitedKingdom.Forexample,ínformationrelatingtothe
issuing and approiãiár visas and work permits, asylum applications

as well as the inu"tt¡gìtion of offences relating to immigration'

ExamPles

Readthefollowingdecisionnoticesforexamplesofcases
;ñ;; section 31(1Xe) was considered:

1,, FSS*?PSAEI - a requestfor information relating to a'

flight tnaffiasä;t.-r.d for the deportation of failed

asylum séekers. This case is intereéting as, although it
was corr;i to;"nsider the request under this
su¡sect¡oi, it *á" decided that the preiudice test was

not met.

2. fSf0iZ21F9. - the req-uested information was correctly

considereñn¿àr se"iion 31(1)(e) as it concerned a

review of security surroun¿inqtthé use o.f photographic

evidenceinconnectionwithidentityverificationof
people t"i.ing the citizenship test' However' the
prejudice tes-t was not met' and so the exemption was

not engaged'

3.3.6 Section 31(1)(f) - security of prisons

Underthissubsectioninformationisexemptititsdisclosurewould,
or would ne r¡teîvìã, pieiua¡ce "the maintenance of security and

õoo¿ order in prisons or in other institutions where persons are

iawfullY detained,"

Institutionstowhichthissubsectionapplieswill'inadditionto
prisons,includeYouthoffenderslnstitutíons,SecureHospitals,
Secure Training C"nit"t, Local Authority Secure Units and
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Immigration Detention and Removal Centres. The terms "security
and gãod order" refers to external and internal security matters
relatlng to these institutions as well as ¡nternal disciplinary matters,

and inleneral the maintenance of safe and orderly regimes' It is

therefore necessary to consider both whether the institution in
question is one in which persons are lawfully detained and whether
disclosing the requested information would prejudice the

maintenãnce of security and good order in that institution.

The following two decision notices illustrate the application of this
subsection I

Examples

Read the following two decision notices for examples of cases where

sectíon 31(1Xf) was considered:

1. F95QÅ7-3IQ,|: (Youth Justice Board) - a requ.est fo¡ a copy of the

mãñn¡ ¿erailing the physical restraint methods that may be

used on young people held in the custody of secure Training
Centres, Consideraù¡on was given as to whether disclosure wOuld

underm¡ne security within the institution. (note: this case will be

discussed later in section 5.5 on the public interest test)'
:

2. ,r'55_038334€ (Ministry of Justice) - the r.equest was for floor

ãlaffiiTMÞ-Belmarsh. The decision notice considered the likely
effect on saf,ety and security at the prison as a result of
disclosure of the requested information.

8.4 Section 31(1)(g)-(i)

These three sub-sections differ from the above as they can only be

applied if they directly relate to the list of specific "purposes"
provided in section 31(2). The purposes are as follows:

a) ascertaining whether any person has failed to comply with the
law,

b) ascertaining whether any person is responsible for any

conduct which is imProPer,

c) ascertaining whether circumstances which would justify
regulatory action in pursuance of any enactment exist or may

a rise,

d) ascertaining a person's fitness or competence in relation to
the management of bodies corporate or in relation to any
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profession or other activ¡ty which he is, or seeks to become,

authorised to carrY on,

e) ascertaining the cause of an accident,

Ð protecting charities against misconduct or mismanagement' 
iwhetheiby trustees or other persons) in their administratíon,

g) protecting the property of charities from loss or
misapPlication,

h) recovering the property of charities,

¡) securing the health, safety and welfare of persons at work,

and

j) protecting persons other than persons at work against risk to

health or safety arising out of or in connection with the

actions of Persons at work,

Again, subsections (g)-(¡) can be claimed by any public authority.
fñeir'engagement depends on the disclosure of the requested

information prejudlcing the processes referred to in sectíon

31(1Xs), (h) or (i).

The subsections are considered individually as follows:

3.4.1 Section 3r(r)(9)

Under this subsection information is exempt if its disclosure would,

or would be likely to, prejudice "the exercise by any public authority

of its functions for any oitne purposes specified in sub-section (2).''

In essence, section 31(1)(g) seeks to protect the conduct of

investigations and proceedings which may result in prosecution or

regulatory action.

It is important to remember that prejudice must be to the function

of a pu'blic authority, In most cases the public authority receiving

thJrequest will have the necessary function, but this isn't a pre-

requisite and it could be a different public authority whose functions

would be prejudiced.
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Cases involving sectiôn 31(1)(h) and (i) are rare; indeed, to
date they have not featured in our casework. However,
section :if ¡f ¡19¡ is used rel'atively frequentlY,_1" can be seen

from analyiiå óf ou. decision notices on the ICO website'



For example:
. Public authority A has a function listed in section 31(2)'
r Public authority B receives a request for information'
. Disclosing that information would prejudice A's ability to

perform that function.
. Therefore, public authority B can apply section 31(1)(g) to

wÍthhold the information.

In essence, the function must be entrusted to the individual public

authority which exercíses the function, be derived from statute or
imposed by the Crown, and be designed to fulfil one of the [isted
purposes in sub-section (2).

Examples

As indicated above, thls subsection is considered reletively
frequentty in decision notices. To give a flavour of how ¡t has
beeh applied, the following are examples of cases where
sect¡on 31(lxg) was engaged by virtue of purposes in
section 31(2):

1, L$Ç0382åâ6 (British Waterways):

The public authority had a statutory functíon in respect
of the navigation of inland waterways, which included
the issuing and policing of mooring licences. The
authority argued that disclosure would preiudice the
policing of those licences, i'e, the purpose of
ascertaining whether any person had failed to comply
with the law (s3r(2)(a))

2. fSSüãS8ç:S (Queen's University' Belfast);

The request was made to the University, who argued
that diiclosure would prejudice the statutory function
of the Police Service of Northern lreland to carry out
investigations for the purpose of ascertaining
compliance with the law (s31(2)(a)).

!={ q||!
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Read sections 31(1)(g) and 31(zXa)-(e) of the Law Enforçe-ng1!
guidance before considering the examples below, Note the way in
*n¡cn the Commissioner interprets the term'asceftaining' in these



3, ffi 039¿¿,Zg (Charity Commission):

In this case the Charity Commission had the statutory
functÍon to deterrnine whether organisations are
entitled to be registered as charities, and it was argued
that disclosure would prejudice tl¡e purpose of
ascertainîng whether regulatory action is necessary
(s31(2)c)).

4. r55û,Spe983 (VOSA):

Here the public authority had a statutory functìon
regarding the enforcement of, and compliance with'
road traffic
legislation. It was argued that disclosure would
prejudice this function for the purpose of investigative
änd regulatory activities in relation to the legislation
(s31(2)(a)-(d)).

5.,F{5O1ð4S98 is a long decÍsion notice concerning a
request to the Charity Commission in which several
exemptÍons are considered' The basis for the
authority's claim that the purposes at section 31(2)(f)-
(h) were engaged appears in paragraphs 70-77,

When considering this particular subsection the temptation may be

to go straight to subsection (2) and see if any of the purposes are
relevant to the requested information, However, the first step must
be to establish that the public authority, whose functÍons would
allegedly be prejudiced by disclosure, actually has the requisite
statutory functions to which the listed purposes relate.

So for example in the British Waterways case listed above, the
requested information was gathered by the public authority's
enfOrcement teams when checking whether boaters Were complying
with the terms and conditions of the licences it issued' It was fírst
established that British Waterways had functions relating to the
issuing and policìng of mooring licenses. These functions were
con d on it by the Transport.Ô*,9"19 srltish W$5:1w1¡i Act,
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3.4.2 Section 31(r)(h)

under this sub-section information is exempt if its disclosure would,

or would be likely to, prejudice any cívil proceedings which are

brought by or on behalf of a public authority for any of the purposes

ipà.¡i¡ufl in sub-section (2). To qualify, the proceedings must arise

out of statutory investigations or investigations carried out under

Royal Prerogative.

This provision is seldom used and therefore will not be looked at it
in any more detail.

g.4.g Section 31(1X¡)

This sub-section is very similar in structure to s31(1Xh), but here

the prejudice is only in relation to one specific area' namely an

inquiry"held under [ne fatal Accidents and Sudden Deaths Inquiries
(Scotland ) Act 1976.

To date this sub-section has not featured in any casework handled

by this office and so no practical knowledge of its operation has

båen generated. This is likely to be because the Act is specific to

Scotlaid, although there may be circumstances where it will apply

to uK government departments that operate in scotland.

3.5 The prejudice test

Central to this exemption is the test of prejudice. The exemption is

ónly engaged if disclosure of information would, or would be likely

to, þrejú¿i-ce one of the law enforcement activities and functions

listed in section 31(1).

Note:

The way to approach the prejudice test is set out in our external
guidanie on 1I_he*_p¡flqdl'eg*ç'1 and ís also referenced in the

Foundation Workbook at section 3.2.2-

HaVing]:eacl tl'l*u-* consider the cases referred to in section 3'3, in
partñlar FSsgfaS474 (page 31), FS50209828 (page 32) and

FSSO¡A¡¡46 (page 34), tolee how the principles have been applied

in practice with real requests.
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In essence, the test comprises a three step approach: first, the
prejudice claimed should be to the interest stated in the exemption;
iecônd, the public authority has to provide evidence that there is a

causal relationship between the potential disclosure and the
prejudice, and that the prejudice is real, actual or of substance;
tnii¿, what is the likelihood of occurrence of the prejudice? As

regaids the third step, it should be noted that, as with other
prãjudice based exemptions, information is exempt if disclosure
woúld, or would be likely to, cause prejudice, It is therefore
important to understand which 'likelihood'of prejudice is being

cla-imed in each case as this is carried over into the public interest
test.

Also the external guidance on 'Th ê-ímpqgL-Qf dl s.S.!psU tgon rth e

this will be relevant to some

sect 1ca

The ICO has certain law enforcement functions and could use
section 3'1 in certa,in circumstances.

'as

r externaJ: guidance on
irnpact of disclosure on

section 31, the Prejudice test
the voluntary suPPlY of

ou
the

information
a request fo
referral 'log.

and then consider how the ICO would resPond to
r the information contained in its enforcement

ThiS document is used by the Enforcement Team to record
relevant examples of non-compliance with FoIA and EIR
with a view, uttimatelY, to cons¡dering whether action should
be taken. It is availab'le on Meridio at 5.O4.O1.O2 in the folder
'Enforcement log - FOI enforcement casework monitoring'.
Other documentl are ava¡labl€ on the Enforcement team's
ICON pages which outline the ICO's approach to FOI
entoriement. In broad terms, referrals are made via
casework and when public authorities are identified for
possible action, dialogue is entered into in order to seek
resolution, with formal enforcernent action being a last
resort,

In pa rticular you should consider which sub-sections of
section 31 are likelY to apply, and, having identified the
relevant functio n and law enforcement urpose in secticin
3 on to consider the effect the infi¡rmatisn

p
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Exercise (3) - summary from FSS O27L526 (see Prev us page

Functions/purposes:

By virtue of FOIA and the EIR the Information Commissioner
exercises a number of specific statutory functions for the purpose

of:

. ascertaining whether a public authority has failed to
comply with the provisions of FOIA and the EIR, and/or

. ascertaining whether círcumstances exist, or may arise,
which would justify regulatory action in pursuance of FoIA
and the EIR.

The commissioner was therefore claiming section 31(1)(g) and

31(2)(a) and (c). In this case it is clear that the Commissioner has

funcúons that are designed to fulfil two of the purposes listed in
section 31(2),

Prejudice test:

r disclosure of information in the Enforcement Referral Log

relating'to its regulatory work on live enforcement cases

would have a negative impact on its regulatory functions, and

for all cases (whether live or not) would have a negative
impact on its open dialogue with public authorities.

, causal relationship between disclosure and prejudice was

established on the basis that disclosure would undermine the
trust and confidence of the public authorities it regulates and

so have an adverse effect on the informal exchange of
information that was considered necessary for effective
regulation.

' Sufficient evidence was provided to indicate that disclosure
would be likely to prejudice the commissioner's regulatory
functions under section 31(1Xg) for the purposes in section

31(2Xa) and (c).

3.5.1 The'mosaic' argument:
Another aspect relatíng to the prejudice test under section 31 which

crops up from time to time is the so-called 'mosaic'or'jigsaw'
argument, This is where prejudice may be caused either by the
combiníng of the requested information with information already in
the public domain (or known to a limited number of people) or
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where disclosure could lead to the same type of information being
disclosed in the future (i.e. which could then be collated, combined
or analysed, thereby causing prejudice). This is sometimes referred
to as the'precedent effect'.

Example

Such an argument was accepted by the Commissioner in

F550f22063 in a case concerning a request to HMRC for details of
the quantity of drugs seized in Devon and Cornwall for the years
2001-2005. The public authority argued that if it disclosed the
information it would not be able to resist future requests for the
same information for other parts of the country. This would allow a
matrix of the authoríty's results and deployment strategies for drug
seizures for all UK counties which could then be used by criminals to
circumvent frontier controls, The decision was that the necessary
likelihood of prejudice was established and that the authority was
correct in withholding the information under section 31(a) as the
avallability of the UK-wide informatÍon would, or would be likely to,
prejudice the prevention and detection of the crime of smuggling.

It is relatively common for the mosaic argument to be deployed by
law enforcement public authorities in the context of section 31.
However, we would require a convincing case to be made before
accepting the mosaic/precedent argument.

d

r Th€ policy line LTT234 on the mosaic argument and its
application in FSSO122O63 to gain an understanding of
how the prejudice test can be applied in specific
circumstances.

r Guidance on Infgrnret¡-o-n ¡n tlle pulllic

3.6 The public interest test

As with section 30, section 31. is a qualified exemption. This means
that, once the requisite likelihood of prejudice has been established
then it is necessary to apply the public interest test in order to
establish whether or not the information should be disclosed'

Read:

Public interest test se€tion of the L-q-w E.¡forcemep!t
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k on the PIT (Chapter 4).ount

There s a significant amount of case nt where the
Commissioner and the Tribunal have considered public interest
arguments in a range of cases concerning section 31. This is helpful
in understanding how relevant arguments are deployed and how
balancing the competing public interest factors plays out, but it is
important to note that it is the public interest factors as they apply
to each individual request that must be considered. It is also
important to remember that when considering the public interest in

maintaining section 31, a public authority should only take account
of the factors relevant to that exemption.

For example, if section 31 has been engaged on the basis that
disclosing the codes for alarms at a local authority's sports centre
would prejudice the prevention of crime, then the public interest in

malnta¡ning section 31 in that case is the public interest in

preventing that crime.

The nature, degree and likelihood of the prejudice should be taken
into account when considering the balance of the public interest. For

example, how likely is it that the sports centre would in fact be

broken into if the alarm codes were disclosed and how serious
would such a break in be?

Although there will often be strong public interest in protecting the
actívities listed in section 31, ¡t is important that the exemption is

not treated as an absolute one.

When considering the public interest in disclosing the information,
a public authority can take into account general factors sUch as the
promotion of transparency, accountability, and public debate.

(4)

F5S.q:30846

Consider the relationship between the level of likelihood of
prejudice that was determined in this case and the strength
of the public interest arguments,

In 2OO7 a request was made to the Northern lreland Office
for information relating to the Smithwick Tribunal' which had
been established ¡n 2OO5 the lrish Parliament in Dublin to
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ex:t the murder of two then
Constabulary in 1989. As the buna was still sitting at the
time of the request there were very strong arguments for
determining that the admlnistration of justice would be
prejudiced by disclosure of the information.

The m¡lin factors thatrled to the conclusion that prejudlce
would occur were that disclosure would¡

. Prejudice the Tribunal's on-going work"
t Undermine free and frank exchange of views between

the UK Government and the Tribunal.
. Discourage individuals and organisations from assÍsting

the Tribunaf.
,r: Undermine the candidness of individuals interviewed by

the Tribunal if given advance warníng of lines of
inquiry.,

. Prejudice the planned review of the murders by the
PSNI.

Can these same factors be considered in the context of the
publlg interest test?
What is the underlying key factor?
Do you think the level of likelihood of prejudice is an

portant facto r,. f.e that disclosu re wou Id prejudice the
admlnlstratio n of justice?

at informWo u td rhe fact th ation relates to unsolved mu rders
that took place in Northern lreland have any bearing?

Having given thought to these questions, attempt to set out
the public interest arguments for and against disclosure and
come to a conclusion.

Also consider why section 3O wasn't appropriate in this case.

Note: a summary of the public interest arguments taken
from the decision notice is provided overleaf. (see the DN for
more deta¡l)
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se (4) - answer F55021

This is a case where, due to the level of prejudice, the fact that the
tribunal was still on-going (the key underlying factor), and that it
had been set up to consider the circumstances surrounding a very
sensitive case of the murder of two police officers which also had
repercussions in the Irish Republic, the public interest in

intaining the exemption was very hÍgh,

Nevertheless, ît illustrates the fact that even in such cases a full
public interest test has to be carried out. it also provídes a good
example of how the likelihood of prejudice influences the strength of
the public interest arguments in maintaining the exemption'

1,., Publlc interest arguments in favour of disclosing the
information:
r Public assurance that justice is done and the

considerable public interest in Northern lreland
concerning unsolved rnurders,

. The need for the public to have confÍdence in such
inquiries which could be assisted by offering greater
transparency.

¡ The long delay in the inquiry holding any hearings (at
the time of the request no public hearings had been
held).

2. Public interest arguments in favour of maintaining the
exemPtion:

r The nature and likelihood of the prejudice.

' Substantial harm to the effectiveness of the Tribunal,
. Not in the public interest to discourage people from

assisting the Tribunal.
. Disclosure would prejudice the PSNI review of the

murders.

It can be seen that the same factors that lead to the exemption
being engaged are also relevant when engaging the public
interest test.

3, Balance of the public interest arguments:
. The Commissioner recognises there may be situations

where disclosure is favoured where section 31(1)(c) is

engaged.
. In víew of the subject matter, considerable public

interest in ensuring, effectiveness of the Tribunal.
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Despite doubts as to whether prosecutions wou
be brought, there is strong public interest in avoiding
prejudice to the review of the murders.

. Consequently, the exemption should be maintained.

N.B, The Northern Ireland Office couldn't rely on any of the
provisions contained in section 30 because the information
was not held for any of the purposes relating to the
investigations or proceedings set out in section 30.

¡ ld ever

Given the nature Of some of the law enforcement activities covered
by section 31, there will be occasíons where the public lnterest
arguments will be similar to those conducted in cases involving
section 30.

Examples

fsåegäåojl concerned a request to South Yorkshire Police for
information relating to illegal firearrns over a five year perlod. The
information requested had not been held at any time for a specific
police investigation and so section 30 could not be applied.
However, the public interest factors that favoured maintenance of
section 31(1) included the following:

r The possible prejudice to on-going investigations and
apprehension of offenders, for example as the information
included Eeneral information on police tactics ln relatíon to
types of investigation.

. Detrínìent to the full and frank flow of information from
informants to the police.

r Sources of information should be protected.

Note again that it was determined that disclosure would lead to
prejudice to law enforcement activities which meant that this was
reflected in the public interest arguments.

1.159,?"093-7-g concerned a request was made to the Northern Ireland
Office for information relating to a murder ¡nvestigation. The public
authority did hold forensic information relating to the investigation,
but, as it did not fulfil the criteria under section 30 (because it did
not, itself, hold the information for the purposes of an ínvestigation
it had the power to conduct), it had to rely on section 31(1)(c),
Consequently, some of the public interest factors were of a similar
nature to those that would have applied had the request been made
to an investigating or prosecuting authority, As with the above case/
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the level of prejudice that had been determined in the prejudice test
was reflected in the public interest arguments.

Where the public interest in maintaining s30 relates to the
lmportance of preventing crime it should be noted that the impact
of crime is not confined to its immediate victims. Account should be
taken of any wider repercussions of crime which can reasonably be
predicted. This is dealt with in more detail in the external guidance
on section 31 - l..AW.Enfqçef_nent ; (sectiAn 31).

Public interest favouring disclosure

Prejudicing matters of law enforcement can have serious
implications and there are clear reasons why law enforcement
should be effective, effici.ent, and unhindered by disclosures of
information. In practice, this means that where the exemptlon is
engaged - in particular if the higher test of 'would prejudice' is
satisfied - there will need to be a high level of public interest in
disclosure in order to equal or outweigh the public interest in
maintaining the section 31 exemption.

One of the examples provided on earlier for engagement of section
31(lXÐ was the Youth Justice Board case FS50L73LBI. This is also
a useful example here, as it is a case where the public interest
favoured disclosure. The exemption was engaged on the basis that
prejudíce would be likely. It is therefore an important exercise to
study this case and note the respective weights of the public
interest arguments. In brief, the arguments are as follows:

Arguments in favour of disclosure:

a

a

a

Use of physical methods of restraint is the subject of
controversy and debate, both in terms of legality and ethics,
and that they can result in physical harm.
Disclosure would add to the information already in the public
domain and inform the legal and ethical debate,

Arguments in favour of maintaÍning the exemption

" Maintenance of good order and security in such institutions is
in the public interest. (inherent public interest in the
exemption, especially given the frequency with which physical
restraint is used.)
There is a mechanism for overs
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Balance of the public interest arguments:

o The second factor in favour of maintaining the exemption was
in fact counter-productive as at the time of the request there
seemed to be evidence that there was no central framework
for assessing the safety of, and effectiveness of training in,
restraint methods.

r, The public interest in maintaining security and good order in
such institutions was sígnificantly outweighed by the public
interest in informing debate about the legal and ethical
concernS.

techniques.

3.7 Neither confirm nor deny

Section 31(3) states the following:

"The duty to confirm or deny does not arise if, or to the extent that,
compliance with section 1(lXa) would, or would be likely to,
prejudice any of the matters in subsection (1)."

Note that the wording is different to section 30(3) and reflects the
fact that section 31 is a prejudíce-based exemption,

Section 1(1)(a) imposes a duty on public authorities to confirm or
deny whether information requested is held. This is a separate duty
which exists regardless of whether the information is exempt from
disclosure.

Section 31(3) provides public authorities wíth an exclusion from this
duty ín respect of information whose disclosure would, or would be
likely to, prejudice any of the law enforcement activities or functions
listed in section 31(1), As with considerations about disclosure,
once such prejudice is established it is then necessary to apply the
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public interest test. If the public interest in maÍntaining the
exclusion to confirm or deny does not exceed the public interest in
confirming or denying, the public authority must say whether or not
it holds information within the scope of the request.

The wording of a request is very important in deterrnining whether
section 31(3) is engaged. Thís reflects the prejudice-based nature
of the exemption in contrast to section 30(3) which is automatically
engaged if the requested information meets one of the class
definitions (see Chapter 4). The examples below relate to section
31(3) and give an indication of how the principles of the exclusion
from the duty to confirm or deny can apply in practice,

Examples

(1) In .[55e¿5#7,6 the Home Office received a request for
information that that it held on a named website. The request did
not specify the type of information, and so it could objectively be
interpreted as being for any information on that website. The broad
nature of the request, coupled with the wide range of issues that
the Home Office is responsible for, led the Commissioner to find
that the Home Office could not rely on the NCND provisions. This
was because confirming or denying whether the information was
held would not necessarily reveal anything about whether the
website was the subject of a criminal investigation.

The situation would be very different if, for example, the Home
Office received a far more specific request for information, Consider
a request for'information on any investigation into whether the
named website was promoting terrorism'. To confirm or deny
whether the requested ínformation was held in this case would
clearly indicate whether the website was under investigation. This
could prejud¡ce either the prevention and detection of crime, or the
apprehension of offenders.

(2) t9594p¿g_11 - a request was made to the Home Office for
details of any section 5 authority issued to the Association of Chief
Police Officers ACPO, the strategic body that leads the development
of the police service in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. The
requester sought copies of the authority and date issued. (A section
5 authority would allow ACPO to posses, purchase or acquire
firea rms, )

The public authority contended that confirming or denying would, or
would be likely to, prejudice the prevention or detection of crime.
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The Commissioner decided that the public authority was correct in
adopting its use of section 31(3) and that the public interest
favoured maintenance of the exclusion from the duty to confirm or
deny.

Refer to the decision notice and note how the prejudice test is

conducted followed by consideration of the publíc interest
arguments in this case.

Note:

At first sight, it would seem unusual that the public authority should
not confirm that the police hold, firearms. However, a convincing
argument was put forward that, firstly, the public do not generally
recognise a difference between ACPO and individual forces, and,
secondly, a consistent approach is necessary when responding to
such requests in order to prevent the build-up of a picture of who
may be in possesslon of section 5 authorities and where firearms
are located.

This also refers back to the'mosaic'and'precedent value'
argurnents that were discussed earlier in section 5.4 (see page 45),
whereby if a disclosure is made in one case this could establish a
precedent and allow additional information to be disclosed in
subsequent cases which would cause prejudice to the law
enfo rcernent exemption.

Although the exemption from the duty to communicate information
provided by sections 30(1) and (2), and those provided by sections
31(1) are mutually exclusive, the exemptions from the duty to
confirm or deny are not. In other words section 30(3) and 31(3) can
be applied to the same information.

3.8 Historical records

Section 63 treats section 31 differently to section 30(1) as
information contained in a historical record can still be exempt
under section 31.

However under section 63(4), information which is contained in a
record that is 100 years old cannot be exempt by virtue of section
31. And under section 63(5), the act of confirming or denying
whether a record that is over 100 years old cannot prejudice any of
the matters referred to in section 31(1).
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